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Big Picture Learning Workshop: Where Students are 

the Curriculum 
IASB was thrilled to welcome Sonn Sam with Big Picture 

Learning (BPL) to host a workshop on April 28 at the Summit on 

Student Success. Upon walking into the room, participating 

board members were asked to step outside the building and take 

a picture of something that interested them. This activity was 

used to exemplify that the power of real-world learning can 

happen anywhere, not just in the classroom, which is what Big 

Picture Learning is all about: Teachers igniting the curiosity and 

passions of students to help them reach their full potential. 

Sonn was joined by a current BPL student, Owen Purcell and 

recent graduate Mercy Ruiz who now serves as a BPL mentor 

herself. Owen, a BPL senior with a love for videography and film, 

stood behind the camera filming the session. Upon introduction, 

Owen shared how BPL prepared him for a future in film, as he will 

attend DePaul University in Chicago to pursue a degree in video 

production this upcoming fall. Mercy had the opportunity to 

provide a full presentation for board members, sharing how the 

BPL model transformed her life for the better. Before BPL, Mercy 

struggled in and out of the classroom, lacking motivation and a 

support system at her previous school. However, through 

encouraging BPL mentors and the freedom to pursue her personal 

interests, Mercy was able to discover her purpose and set tangible 

long-term goals. 

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women (MMIW) is an 

organization that fights to end violence against Indigenous women 

in Native American communities. As a young Indigenous woman 

herself, this is a cause deeply personal to Mercy. In partnering 

with MMIW, Mercy was able to spearhead a project to create a 

mural honoring a woman close to her that had recently gone 

missing. The mural spread awareness across Northern California 

and beyond, serving as a constant reminder of MMIW everywhere. 

Having this project woven into her school curriculum inspired and 

Sonn Sam shares the BPL vision with 

attendees. 

IASB Executive Director, Lisa 

Bartusek, participates in photo 
activity with board members. 

motivated Mercy to achieve her goals, further sparking her love for social work and advocacy. Mercy 
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